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ABSTRACT 
Gauss' mean value characterization f harmonic functions involves circles (or spheres) centered at 
every point of the domain of the function. The present paper gives a criterion of this type which 
involves only one point of the domain; to make up for this, circles or spheres are replaced by a 
larger family of convex curves or surfaces which surround this point. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I ra  real-valued function ~o, continuous in the open unit disc U, satisfies 
1 i ~o(f(ei°)) dO = ~o(0) (1) 2zr _~ 
for  every continuous f : 0~ U which is holomorphic in U and has f(O) = O, must 
~o then be harmonic? 
This question was posed by Alex Nagel. It arose while he investigated ex- 
tension properties of CR-functions defined on certain complex submanifolds 
of C n whose codimension is larger than one. (Obviously, every harmonic (0 
satisfies (1), because ~0of is then hormonic.) 
The answer turns out to be affirmative, even if (1) is assumed to hold for only 
a rather small subclass of the functions f that occur in the question: 
I Supported in part by the Republic of Stovenia Science Foundation. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that ~o : U--,R is continuous, and that (1) holds for 
every continuous one-to-one function f :  (l--* U, with f(O)=0, which is holo- 
morphic in U and for which f (U)  is a smoothly bounded convex region. 
Then ~o is harmonic in U. 
(Throughout his paper, the term "smooth"  will mean infinitely differen- 
tiable; see § II.) 
We shall obtain Theorem 1 as an easy Corollary of the case n = 2 of Theorem 
2, which is the main result of our paper. It will be convenient to introduce a 
name for the mean value property that is involved in its statement. 
DEFINITION. Let B be the open unit ball of R n, for n___ 2, fixed. Let ~0 : B--,R 
be continuous. Associate to every smoothly bounded strictly convex region ~2, 
with 0 o f  2 and DCB,  the function he which is continuous on D, harmonic in 
(2, and which coincides with ~0 on Of 2. 
I f  ho(O ) = (o(0) for every such g?, then we say that (o ~ M(B). 
Obviously, every (p that is harmonic in B belongs to M(B). Conversely: 
THEOREM 2. I f  (0 ~ M(B) then ~o is harmonic in B. 
(Let us observe right away that the content of the preceding definition would 
not be changed if the words "smoothly bounded strictly" were deleted. The 
reason is that every convex region can be approximated by smoothly bounded 
strictly convex regions. The three words were put into the definition in order 
to have a weaker hypothesis in Theorem 2.) 
Our proof of Theorem 2 will use Sard's theorem, which requires ~0 to be 
smooth. Lemma 2 is proved for that reason. 
In § V we present another theorem of this type, in which the regions (2 that 
occur in Theorem 2 are replaced by slit discs in the plane. 
II. SMOOTHING 
Let g? be a bounded open set in ~n. We say that f2 is smoothly bounded if 
there is a smooth function ~o, defined in an open set containing ~, so that 
£2= {~o<0} and Vo~O on 0Q. If this holds, and if 
(2) ~ 02~ (P)wiwk>O 
i.k = ~ OXiOX k
for some P~Of2 and for every unit vector w=(wl, . . . ,w~) which is perpen- 
dicular to (Vo)(P), then ~2 is said to be strictly convex at P. If g? is connected 
and if (2) holds at every PeOn?, then f2 is a strictly convex region. 
In Lemma 1 (which will be used in the proof  of Lemma 2), S = OB is the unit 
sphere in R n and, for p e S, the hemisphere S(p) centered at p is the set of all 
xeS with x.p>O.  The group of all orthogonal linear transformations of R n 
will be denoted by O(n), as usual. 
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LEMMA 1. For each p e S, there is a smooth map ~ : S(p)--" O(n) so that 
(3) ~U(x)p = x 
for each x e S(p), and ~(p) is the identity operator. 
PROOF. Let p=el ,  without loss of generality, where {el, e2,...,en} is the 
n standard basis of  R n. I f  x= Y.J=I uiei and 
k k 
(4) Yk+l (X)=- -ak+l  2 o~iei+( 2 c~2)ek+l 
i - I  i=1  
for k = 1,..., n - 1, then the vectors Y2, ..., Yn are orthogonal  to each other and 
to x, and none of them is 0 as long as a~ > 0. The matrix 7J(x) whose columns 
are  
Y2 Yn 
(5 )  x ,  - -  
ly21 . . . . .  lynl 
is then orthogonal,  7'(x)e I = x, and x -~ 7'(x) is smooth (in fact, real-analytic) 
on S(p). 
I f  x=p=e l, then (4) shows that Yi=ei for 2<_i<n; thus 7*(p) = I .  
LEMMA 2. I f  ~0 e M(B) and ~o is continuous on B, then ~o can be uniformly 
approximated on B by functions q~ eM(B) which are smooth in B \ {0}. 
PROOF. Given e>0,  there is an r o< 1 and there is a neighborhood N of the 
identity element in the compact group O(n), so that 
(6) I~o(x) - qg(rTx)[< e 
for all xe /~,  all re(ro, 1), and all TeN.  
Let g_>0 be smooth on [0, 1], with support in fro, 1) and ~0 g(r)dr= 1. 
Let h_>0 be smooth on O(n), with support in N and Io(,~ h(T)dT= 1, where 
dT denotes the Haar  measure of  O(n). For x eB ,  define 
I 
(7) qS(x)= f g(r)dr I h(T)~o(rTx)dT. 
0 O(n) 
Then q~ e M(B) because the functions x--, ~o(rTx) are in M(B) for all r e (0, 1) and 
all TeO(n); and I~-~ol <e because of (6). 
Now let p and ~v be as in Lemma 1. If  x= txtu, with ueS(p)  then 
(8) rTx=r]xlTu=r[x]TT'(u)p. 
I f  we insert this into (7), put rlx I =s and T~(u)= V, we get 
(9) cl)(x) = g ~ h(VTffu) -l)~o(sVp)dV 
0 ~ O(n) 
and this shows that ~ is smooth in B, except at Ix[ =0.  
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REMARK. When n = 2 there is a much easier proof of Lemma 2, which avoids 
Lemma 1: we identify R 2 with C and define 
(10) qb(z)= f ~o()~z)h(J.)dm(2)= ~ q~(w)h 
U U 
where dm is Lebesgue measure in the plane and h is a smooth function whose 
support is in a small disc in U, near the point 1, so that I hdm = 1. The first 
integral in (10) gives the desired approximation and shows that qS~M(U) if 
~oeM(U); the second shows that q~ is smooth away from the origin. 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We are given a function oeM(B) .  I f  0<r<l  and Or(X)=<p(rx) then 
~Or eM(B),  and if we can show that each q~r is harmonic in B, so is ~0. We can 
therefore assume, without loss of generality, that ~0 is continuous on B, and 
hence, by Lemma 2, that <p is smooth in B \ {0}. If we now replace ~ by 
~p-P[~0], where P[~0] is the Poisson integral of the restriction of ~o to S, then 
this difference is in M(B), and it is 0 at the origin, because ~o s M(B). The 
theorem is therefore a consequence of the following 
PROPOSITION. I f  ~oeM(B) is smooth in B \  {0}, continuous on B, 0 on S, and 
~o(0) = O, then q~ = 0 in B. 
PROOF. Assume, to reach a contradiction, that ~0>0 at some point of B. By 
Sard's theorem, ~0 has a regular value t, 0<t<max q~. This means that V~0~0 
at every point of the level set F= {~p = t}, and that t-~p is therefore a defining 
function for the smoothly bounded open set 
(11) I "+ ={xeB:~o(x)>t} .  
Note that FUF + is a compact subset of B. 
Let r=max {[x l :xeF} ,  choosepeFso  that [p[ =r,  and pick a coordinate 
system in which p = ren. 
Thus p is the "highest" point of F, and FUF + CB. 
Let K be the convex hull of FUF + U{ -p} .  
We claim: There exists e, 0 < e < r, so that 
(12) KA{xn=r-e}CFUF +. 
Suppose this is proved. Since -peK ,  and the open set F + intersects the 
segment (0, p), we see that 0 is an interior point of K, and also of 
(13) Kl=KN{x:xn<__r -e} .  
Let h and h 1 be the harmonic extensions of ~0 from OK and OK 1, respectively. 
Then 
(14) h(0) = 0 = h~ (0) 
because ~p ~ M(B) and ~p(0) = 0. (Recall the observation made after the statement 
of Theorem 2.) 
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Since KDF +, we have ~0___t at every point of OK. Thus h<t on K, and now 
(14) shows that actually h<t at every interior point of K (by the maximum 
principle for harmonic functions). In particular, h<t on that part of OK1 
which is not in OK, and there we have hl=~p>_t, because of (12). Thus 
h l -h=O on OK1NOK, h l -h>O on the rest of OK l, and this implies that 
(h I - h)(0) > 0, contradicting (14). 
This proves that ¢p < 0 in B. The same argument applies to -~0, and shows 
that - ~p _< 0. Hence q~ = 0. 
We now prove the claim. 
Note that F + is internally tangent o the sphere rS at p. This implies that the 
defining function Q = t -  ¢ of F + satisfies (2) at p and hence also at all points 
of F that are sufficiently close to p. Therefore there exists e~, 0 < el < r, so that 
the set 
(15) V={x~F + :xn>r-e l}  
is convex. If  x ~ F and xn > r -e l ,  the hyperplane Hx which is tangent o F at 
x contains no other point of ~', because this part of F is strictly convex. 
Since lip does not intersect the compact set f iB) f ){x ,<_r -e l} ,  the same is 
true of Hx for all x~F that are sufficiently close to p. Therefore there exists 
e, 0<e<e~,  so that 
(16) (rur+)nHx={X} 
for every x 6 F with x n >_ r -  ~. 
In other words, all of FUF + is on one side of every H x that occurs in (16). 
I f  K0 is the convex hull of FUF +, it follows that 
(17) Kol'){xn>_r-e} =(FUF+)A{xn>-r-e}. 
Since K is the convex hull of K0U { -p} ,  we see that (17) holds with K in place 
o fK  0. 
This proves (12), and hence Theorem 2. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let /2  be a smoothly bounded convex region so that 0 ~/2 and O C U. The 
Riemann mapping theorem furnishes a function f ,  one-to-one and continuous 
on 0, holomorphic in U, so that f (0 )= 0 and f (U)= £2. Let h =ho be con- 
tinuous on O, harmonic in £2, so that h = ~0 on 0£2. Then h o f  is harmonic in 
U, continuous on U, and 
1 
(18) h(0)=h(f (0) )= ~ i h(f(ei°))dO=~o(O) 
- / r  
because f(0) = 0 and h o f= ~o f  on the unit circle. 
This shows that ~o~M(U). Hence ~0 is harmonic, by Theorem 2. 
V. SLIT DISCS 
For our present purpose, these are the regions /2r, a, one for each reiaE 
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e U\  {0}, which are obtained by removing the "sl it" {te '~ : r<_t< 1} from the 
disc U. 
We associate to each continuous ~0 : U-+R and to each g2r, ~ the function h,.,a 
which is continuous on U=f2r, a, harmonic in f2~,~, and which coincides with 
~o on O~2r, a , 
THEOREM 3. If h~, a (0) = q~(O) for every Qr, ~ then ¢o is harmonic in U. 
PROOF. We replace ~0 by u = ~0-P[O], as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then u 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3, and u=0 on OU. The theorem will be 
proved by showing that this forces u -0  in U. By rotational symmetry, it is 
enough to prove that u(r)=0 for 0<r< 1. 
It will be convenient to move from U to the half-plane H= {x+iy :x>O},  
via the conformal mapping z~(1 -z ) / (1  + z) which carries H onto U. Thus we 
have to prove the following, where v(x)=u( (1 -x ) / (1  +x)): 
I f  v : [0, 1]--+R is continuous, v(0) =0, and if  
(19) hr(1)=O 
.for every r ~ (0, 1), where h r is the bounded continuous function on FI which is 
harmonic in 
(20) Dr=H\  {x+iy :O<x<r ,y=O} 
and which satisfies hr(x) = v(x) (0 <_ x < r), h,.(iy) = 0 ( - ~ < y < co), then v(x) = 0 
for  every xe  [0, 1]. 
The map q~r(Z)= l /~+ r 2 maps H conformally onto D r, and q~(]/1 - r  ~) = I. 
Put gr=h,.°qbr . Then gr is the bounded continuous function on /-5 r which is 
harmonic in H, with boundary values 
f hr(r2]/TU~-y2)=v(r2]/~-y2) if [y l<r 
(21) gAiy)= 0 if ly l>r.  
In H, g,. is therefore the Poisson integral 
1 i x dt 
(22) gr(x + iy)= --Tr -r o(~t2)  xZ + (Y-- I) 2" 
Since gr(l/ll - r2)=hr(1)=O, we see that (22) vanishes when x= l~- r  2, y--0.  
The change of variables = r 2 -  t 2 converts this to 
R ds 
(23) 0I p(s) RI/RI/RI/RI/RI/RI/~s-s -0  (0<R<I )  
where p(s) = v(l/s)/(1 -s ) ,  and R =r  2. Hence 
r dR e ds 
(24) ~ ~ p(s) =0 (0<T<I ) .  
0 0 
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Since i S  (T -R)  1/2(R-s)- I/2NR = 7r, inverting the order of integration in (24) 
finally gives 
R 
(25) I p(s)ds=O (0<R<I ) ,  
0 
and this implies p--  0, hence v-- 0, on (0, 1). 
VI. AVERAGES OVER C IRCLES 
One may try to weaken the hypotheses of Theorem 1 by requiring (1) to hold 
for a smaller class of functions f. It is not clear to us how far one can go in 
this direction, but we can show that the functions f=fa, b of the form 
az 
(26) f(z) = 1 - b----~z' 
where ]a] + Ibl < 1, a:/=O, do not suffice. 
Indeed, take 
(27) C0(z) = z"/~" 
where m and n are integers, m > n > 0. This CO is continuous in U (in fact, CO is 
of class C m- ' -  l) and if f is given by (26), then 
( aei° ~m/ei°-6"~n 
(28) (p(f(ei°))= \ ~ j \ - - - -~  ] 
which shows that 
1 
(29) - -  i Co(f (el°)) dO=O=Co(O). 
But CO is not harmonic. 
Since every closed circular disc in U which contains the origin in its interior 
is f((J) for some f as in (26), it follows that Theorem 2 would become false (in 
R 2) if the regions Q which occur in the definition of M(B) were restricted to 
be circular discs. 
ADDED IN PROOF (May 2, 1988). After the present paper was accepted for 
publication, we noticed that Theorem 2 holds not just in balls, but in arbitrary 
regions WCR n which are star-shaped with respect o the origin. To state this 
generalization, define M(W) in exactly the way in which M(B) was defined 
earlier: simply replace B by W in the Definition that precedes the statement of 
Theorem 2. Then we have 
THEOREM 4. Every CO ~ M(W) is harmonic in W. 
To prove this, pick a point p e W. Since Wis star-shaped, there is a smoothly 
bounded strictly convex region £2p which contains 0 and p and whose closure 
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lies in W. In the proof of Lemma 2 we used only rotations and dilations taken 
from some arbitrarily small neighborhood of the identity. We take this 
neighborhood sosmall that all of the corresponding transformations carry Op 
into some compact subset Wp of W. The proof of Lernma 2 shows then that 
~0 can be uniformly approximated on Op by functions q~ ~M(t-2p) which are 
smooth in (2p \ {0}. The proof of Theorem 2 can now be repeated, with 12p in 
place of B, to show that ~ (hence also 09) is harmonic in f2p. Since p was 
chosen arbitrarily in W, ~0 is harmonic in W. 
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